8” Metal Detectable
Bench Scraper
Series 6960MD

Full Size
Large scraping blade clears
a sizeable amount of material
at once.

Hand Grip
Promotes a comfortable
and secure grip for the user.

One-Piece Construction
Eliminates seams and
crevices where bacteria can
hide.

Color-coded plastic scrapers support food safety material handling, cleaning and sanitation
programs that are aimed at preventing cross-contamination. Metal detectable color-coded tools
provide the ultimate step in quality assurance and safety for the food processing industry.

8” Metal Detectable Bench Scraper
6960MD
2 3 4 5

Specifications:
Length: 0.2"

Colors

is an excellent solution for bench top

Width: 8.3”

scraping needs. The semi-ferrous

Height: 5.2"

When ordering, add the color digit to the
base part number to denote color.

additive in this product allows for use

FDA Compliant Raw Materials: Yes

in conjunction with a metal detectable

Material: Polypropylene with Semi-ferrous additive

system. Metal detectable plastic is a

Unit Weight: 0.39 lbs.

lightweight and less costly alternative

Deflection / Softening Temps: 183°F / 266°F

This metal detectable bench scraper

2 3 4 5

to stainless steel.
Fully updated product specifications are available at Remcoproducts.com.

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk
of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and
storage brackets, and years of experience building effective
color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation
can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify
different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can
more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning
procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards.

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.
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